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In [3] Jan-Eric Roos has shown that an abelian category 31 is a 
locally Noetherian Grothendieck category if and only if (iff) it is dual 
to the category of complete (and Hausdorff) topologically coherent 
left modules over some complete topologically left coherent and left 
coperfect ring R. In this note I announce a series of results which show 
similar relations for arbitrary, not necessarily locally Noetherian, 
Grothendieck categories. 

Some preliminary notions are needed. A Grothendieck category is an 
abelian cocomplete category with exact filtered colimits and a family 
of generators. The dual of a Grothendieck category is a co-Grothendieck 
category. A topological ring R is a ring (always unital) with a to
pology such that the addition and multiplication are continuous. A 
topological ring R is called left linear topological [l , p. 411] if 0 has a 
basis of neighborhoods consisting of left ideals. Such a basis of neigh
borhoods is simply called a basis of R. Given a topological ring R, a 
topological R-leit module is an R-leit module with a topology such 
that the addition on M and the multiplication R X M-+M are con
tinuous. A topological R-leit module is called left linear topological 
if it admits a basis (of neighborhoods of 0) consisting of left sub-
modules. Let R be a left linear topological ring, and let Dis^i^ be the 
category of discrete topological i?-left modules. Then Dis#i£ is a full 
subcategory of MCXIRR, the category of all R-leit modules, and con
sists of all i?-left modules M such that for all m £ M the left annihila-
tor (0:m) is open in R. (Compare [3, §4, Proposition 3]). The cate
gory D'ISRR is the closed subcategory of Modüji? associated with the 
given left linear topology on R [l , p. 411 ff]. Let Coh (Dis^i?) de
note the category of all coherent objects of Dis^-R [3, §5 ] ; C o t ^ D i s ^ ) 
is a full, skeletal-small subcategory of Modiji? and closed under finite 
limits and colimits (in MOCIRR). In particular, Coh(Disiji^) is abelian. 
The ring R is called topologically left coherent if Dis#i? admits a family 
of coherent generators, i.e. if Coh(Dis.Ki£) is a class of generators for 
DisRR [3, §4, Definition 3] . 

Let R be any ring. An i£-left module M is called algebraically lin
early compact if it satisfies the following condition: If J is a directed 
ordered set and if (Aft-; i G / ) is a decreasing family of finitely gene-
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rated submodules of M then fl(ikft-; i £ J) is finitely generated and the 
canonical map M-+pro] lim M I Mi is surjective. 

An .R-left module M is called coperfect [3, §3, Definition 2] if it 
satisfies the descending chain condition for finitely generated sub-
modules. A coperfect R-leît module is algebraically linearly compact. 
If R is a right perfect ring then RR is coperfect (see [3, §3] for further 
references). 

Let R be any ring and S3 a full subcategory of ModRR, closed under 
finite limits and colimits. A module J B £ S 3 is called 33-linearly com
pact if it satisfies the following condition: If 7 is a directed ordered 
set and if (5<; iÇzI) is a decreasing family of submodules Bi of B 
with J3;£S3 then C\(Bi; i £ I ) £S3 and £-»proj lim B/B{ is surjective. 
The latter limit is taken in MOÛRR. I say that S3 is linearly compact 
if all its objects are S3-linearly compact. A ring R is called algebraically 
left linearly compact if RR is an algebraically linearly compact R-
left module. For example, every right perfect ring is algebraically 
left linearly compact. A left linear topological ring R is called topo-
logically left linearly compact if it has a basis of open left ideals a 
such that R/a is an algebraically linearly compact jR-module. 

LEMMA 1. If Ris topologically left linearly compact then Coh(Dis#i?) 
is linearly compact. 

Again let J? be a ring and S3 a full, skeletal-small subcategory of 
Mod/2-R, closed under finite limits and colimits. Let $ be the follow
ing category. An object X of §5 is an i£-left module together with a 
topology which makes X into a complete (and Hausdorff) topological 
group and which admits a basis of i?-submodules X' with X/X'Ç^è. 
The continuous i?-linear maps are the morphisms of $8. We consider 
S3 as a full subcategory of 33 by equipping the modules in S3 with the 
discrete topology. For I G S , a submodule X' of X is called special 
open if it is open and X / X ' £ S 3 . A closed submodule Y of X £ S3 is 
called special closed if F£S3 with respect to the induced topology. 
Finally an X £ S 3 is called strict if any special closed YQX with 
-X7FÇS3 is open. Here X/Y is just regarded as an i?-module, no 
topology is considered on X/ Y. Let 58 denote the full subcategory of 
SB of all strict modules. 

THEOREM 2. Assumptions as above. Assume that S3 is linearly com
pact. Then S3 is a co-Grothendieck categoryy and S3 is a dense subcategory 
closed under taking subobjects, quotient objects, and finite coproducts 
in$. 

That S3 is a dense subcategory of 58 means that each JST£S8 is the 
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limit of the projection functor Px: X\93—»93. Here X\$8 denotes the 
fiber of the injection functor 93—>SS over X. The objects of X\$8 are 
pairs (B, ƒ) of an object ££:93C33 and a morphism ƒ: X—*B in $ . One 
proves the preceding theorem by means of the following 

PROPOSITION 3. Assumptions as in the Theorem 2. 
(i) The category SB is complete and cocomplete. The kernel, cokernel 

resp. limit in SS are those in MOÛRR with the induced, coinduced resp. 
limit topology. A morphism is a monomorphism resp. epimorphism iff 
it is infective resp. surjective. 

(ii) The category $8 is a reflexive subcategory of SS, i.e., the injection 
functor inj: 33-*SB has a right adjoint s: 58—>33 such that s inj is iso
morphic to the identity functor on $8. In particular, if (Xi\ i £ 7 ) is an 
inverse system in S8 then 

proj lim&Xf ^ s(proj lim$X»). 

Let now R be a left linear topological ring. Let TF(RR) be the 
category of topologically finitely generated RAeit modules. The objects 
of TF(RR) are the linear topological R-lelt modules X which admit 
a basis of open submodules X1 such that X/X' is finitely generated. 
The morphisms of TF(RR) are the continuous jR-linear maps. Let 
TC(RR) be the full subcategory of TF(RR) of all topologically coherent 
X, i.e., those X^TF(RR) which admit a basis of open submodules X1 

such that X/X'ECoh(DisRR), [3, §5]. Let CTC(RR) be the full sub
category of TC(RR) of all complete (and Hausdorff) modules in 
TC(RR). Finally let STC(RR) be the full subcategory of CTC(RR) 
of a lUtr ic t modules. With $8: = Coh(DisRR) we have $ = CTC(RR) 

and $5 = STC(RR). We obtain the full embeddings 

STC(RR) C CTC(RR) C TC(RR) C TF(RR). 

LEMMA 4. The category CTC(RR) is coreflexive in TF(RR), i.e., the in
jection functor 

inj: CTC(RR) -* TF(BR) 

has a left adjoint 

~:TF(RR)-+CTC(RR) 

such that A inj is isomorphic to the identity functor. 

The functor * is called the coherent completion. In particular, 
RRE.TF(RR); hence Ê(ECTC(RR). Also remark that the injection 

STC(RR) C CTC(RR) 
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has the right adjoint s (see Proposition 3). Hence S(Ê)E;STC(RR). 
A strict complete topologically left linearly compact and coherent 
ring is a left linear topological ring R such that RRÇZSTC(RR). Essen
tially as a corollary of Theorem 2 we obtain 

THEOREM 5. Let Rbe a topologically left linearly compact ring. Then 
the category STC(RR) is a co-Grothendieck category with the projective 
generator s(R). The category Coh(DisRR) is a full, skeletal-small dense 
subcategory of STC(RR), and closed under taking subobjects, quotient 
objectsf and finite coproducts in STC(RR). For each XÇ£CO\I(DÎSRR) 
there is a short exact sequence 

s(R)h —» X —* 0, k a natural number, 

in STC(RR). 

The astonishing fact now is that indeed every co-Grothendieck 
category is equivalent to a category STC(RR) as in Theorem 5. Let 21 
be any Grothendieck category. As is easily seen there is a skeletal-
small, full subcategory 31 of 2t which is closed under taking subobjects, 
quotient objects and finite coproducts, and which is a class of genera
tors for 21. There also is an injective cogenerator E of 21 such that for 
each NE:%1 there is a short exact sequence 

0 —» N —> Ek, k a natural number. 

Let Sft and E be any such pair with the just described properties. If 
^4G2l then 21(̂ 4, E) is an 2t(£, £)-left module in the natural fashion. 
If BCA identify %{A/B% E) with its image under X(A/B, £)->2t(,4, £ ) , 
i.e., 

U(A/B,E) = {f:A-*E;f\B = 0}. 

Then there is a unique left linear topology on 21 (E, E) which has the 
left ideals 2l(E/iV, E), NQE, N£% as basis. Also, for A G21, there is 
a unique left linear topology on the 21 CE, E)-left module 21(̂ 4, E) 
which has the submodules %(A/N, £ ) , NQA, iVGSft, as basis. These 
topologies are always meant when 21(̂ 4, E) is considered as a topo
logical module. 

THEOREM 6. Assumptions as above. 
(i) The ring 2l(£, E) is a strict complete topologically left linearly com-

pact and topologically left coherent ring. 
(ii) The assignment 

A~~+n(AfE) 
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defines the equivalence 

a°p-+src(2t(£,£)), 
and also the equivalence 

g*w-+Coh(Dis « ( £ , £ ) ) . 

The Theorems 5 and 6 show that an abelian category 31 is a Grothen-
dieck category iff it is dual to some category STC(RR) where R is a 
strict complete topologically left linearly compact and coherent ring. 
This is the announced generalization of the results of Jan-Eric Roos, 
indicated in the introduction. 

COROLLARY 7. Let R be a strict complete topologically left linearly 
compact and coherent ring. Then there are a Grothendieck category 31 
and an injective cogenerator E of St such that i£=^SI(E, £ ) . 

EXAMPLES. (1) [3, §5] In the situation of Theorem 6 the following 
statements are equivalent: 

(i) SSI is Noetherian. (In this case 9Î is exactly the category of all 
Noetherian objects of St, and SI is locally Noetherian. For E one can 
take the direct sum of a complete set of indecomposable injectives.) 

(ii) Sl(£, E) is topologically left coperfect. 
(iii) STC(%(E, E)) = CTC($(E, £ ) ) . 

(2) Assume that R is a left coherent and algebraically left linearly 
compact ring. With the discrete topology R is a strict complete 
topologically left coherent and linearly compact ring. The module 
RR is a projective generator of STC(RR). The category Coh(Modi?i?) 
admits projective covers. Remark that in the situation of Theorem 
6 the ring R is discrete iff EE-K. 

(3) Let R be a right self-injective, regular ring, and let <&(RR) be 
the full subcategory of MCHIRR of all direct summands of some product 
of copies of R. The category &(RR) is a spectral category, i.e., a Gro
thendieck category in which every morphism splits [2, Satz 2.2]. The 
module RR is a projective generator and an injective cogenerator of 
©(jRfl). Also, if SI is any spectral category with the generator £ , then 
Sl(E, E) is right self-injective, and regular, and the assignment 
A~*>St(£, A) is an equivalence from ST to © ( « ( £ , E)) [2, Satz 2.1]. 
Let 9Ï be the full subcategory of ©(i?«) of all finitely generated pro
jective i?-right modules, i.e., of those MÇE.<&{RR) which are direct sum
mands of some Rk, k a natural number. Then E = RR and 5ft satisfy 
the assumptions of Theorem 6, and even i?#£9î . Moreover 

* as ©(**)(**, n*), 
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and the topology on R is discrete. 

THEOREM 8. Let Rbe a right self-infective, regular ring. 
(i) The ring R is left coherent and algebraically left linearly compact. 
(ii) The objects of the category STC(RR) are exactly those of the form 

s( Y) where Y is a special closed submodule of some R1,1 any set. Here 
RR has the discrete topology, and R1 the product topology. 

(iii) The assignment Mic~*ilom(MR, RR) defines an équivalence 

®(RR)°»-*STC(RR). 

Remark that the duality in (iii) generalizes the well-known duality 
between finitely generated projective i?-right resp. i?-left modules. 

Another one of the many valuable results of Jan-Eric Roos in [3] 
states that the locally coherent Grothendieck categories are exactly 
those of the form Lex(S3, Ab) where S3 is some small (or skeletal-
small) abelian category. The category Lex (S3, Ab) is the category of 
all left exact, additive functors from S3 to Ab. A similar result holds 
in the more general situation of this note. Let S3 be as in Theorem 2. 
Since S3 is dense in î§ we obtain the full embedding 

fr» >Lex(S3,Ab), 

X ~~+~~*+ $8(X9 —) J©. 

A morphism ƒ: G—>F in Lex(S3, Ab) is called special if for every 
morphism g: S3(B, — )->F, 5£S3, the fibered product (pull-back) 
G X F S 3 ( B , — ) is representable. A subfunctor G of -Fin Lex(S3, Ab) is 
called special if the injection G—>F is special. A functor -F£Lex(S3, Ab) 
is called strict if it satisfies the following two conditions: 

(i) The functor F commutes with intersections of subobjects. (Re
mark here that S3 admits such intersections.) 

(ii) If G is a special subfunctor of F and also a subfunctor of some 
representable functor then G itself is representable. 

Let SLex(S3, Ab) be the full subcategory of Lex(S3, AB) of all strict 
left exact functors. 

THEOREM 9. Assumptions as in Theorem 2. Then the functor X*** 
&(X, — )]$ defines an equivalence 

§°*->SLex(S3,Ab). 

In particular, SLex(S3, Ab) is a Grothendieck category. The category 
SLex(S3, Ab) is locally Noetherian iff 83 is Artinian. In this latter case 
SLex(S3, Ab) =Lex(S3, Ab). 

The preceding considerations imply 
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THEOREM 10. Let SI be an abelian category. Then 2Ï is a Grothendieck 
category iff it is equivalent to a category SLex(Coh(Disjsi?), Ab) where 
R is a strict complete topologically left linearly compact and coherent 
ring. The category SLex(Coh(Dis/jJR), Ab) is locally Noetherian iff Ris 
topologically left coperfect {see [3, §2]). 
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